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TROMPA

Towards Richer Online Music Public domain Archives
https://trompamusic.eu/ 
EU Funded project from 2018-2021
Consortium of 4 universities and 5 companies
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Some of the things we made

The “Contributor Environment”

Main interface to the data 
published by the project

The idea was that each project 
would interact with 
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Contributor Environment

GraphQL interface
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Contributor Environment

Data structure is based on 
Linked Data schemas 
(mostly schema.org with 
other things added as we 
needed)

Custom interface to output 
json-ld based on the schema 
definition

https://github.com/trompamusic/ce-api
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Contributor Environment

Uses Neo4J Graph Database

ORM to automatically turn a 
GraphQL schema into a 
database structure and map 
API queries to the database

https://github.com/neo4j-graphql/neo4j-graphql-js 6



Contributor Environment

Uses Neo4J Graph Database

ORM to automatically turn a 
GraphQL schema into a 
database structure and map 
API queries to the database

… deprecated half way 
through the project
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Clients to read/write data

Python client library to interact 
with CE (using GraphQL)

https://github.com/trompamusic/trompace-client
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Populating CE with content

The CE was not designed to be a 
data repository or a source of truth

Rather it would contain references 
to other repositories on the 
internet and help to join them 
together

We populated it with sample data 
from a number of repositories

https://github.com/trompamusic/ce-data-import 9



The Bad…
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Constrained by deliverables

The proposal outlined our 
deliverables ahead of time

In some cases, the deliverables in 
the proposal were written by the 
grant writer and not the partner 
working on the task
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What is the goal of a task?

Is the focus on the process, the tools, or the result?

In some cases, partners used tasks as a motivation to learn a new 
tool/technology. By the time we thought that it might not be a great 
fit, they were invested in its development

If the functionality of a database or other resource is important, 
choose boring technology: https://boringtechnology.club/
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Linked Data: Building a schema
TROMPA was multi-faceted; no one schema was able to capture all the data that we 
ended up with
The initial data model started with schema.org but we then determined that it didn’t 
do everything that we needed to do
Upfront all-singing-all-dancing schema based on assumed requirements
We didn’t use entire parts of the schema that were developed up front. This resulted in 
maintenance work for things that were never used
Key data types such as the annotations data model and alignment data model were 
“bolted on” and not part of the same schema
We swapped between dcelements and dcterms as we determined what was needed. 
This took time to go back and update the whole schema.
What are you going to make? What resources do those things need? Base your data 
source/model on those requirements
Keep your schema simple: fulfill your initial requirements. Add to it as you need
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Data repositories

We built a repository of data and populated it with existing sources

There was no data or relationships in the CE which didn’t already 
exist in other databases

If we created original content in the CE, what was our goal? Would 
we expect other people to start using our database as a source of 
truth?

Could we have just used an existing data repository?
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Linked data: Synchronisation

Why are you collecting everything if it’s already in all of the other 
public sources? Will you go 2-way with the other sources? How will 
you keep data up-to-date and synchronized?

Environment creep: we were stuck with the CE as a neo4j database, 
but then found that we wanted to added rdf/semantic web concepts 
and this required us to “bolt on” additional functionality
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Linked data: Availability

Don’t rely on external services to be 
up all the time, especially if you 
want to perform sparql queries to 
them on demand
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Takeaways

Don’t make infrastructure choices without knowing what everyone in 
the project needs

Don’t invent something all-singing-all-dancing, start with what you 
need first

Use tools that have a chance of being supported in the long term (or 
mid-term!)
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